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**Figure S1.** DNA sequences and constructs used in this study.
Figure S2 Effect of Strep Tag® II and nontemplate biotinylation on high yield solution transcription of RNA-24. A. Denaturing gel analysis (20%, 7M Urea) of high yield transcription of RNA-24 using the corresponding constructs. B. Quantitative analysis of gel in A.
Figure S3. Effect of Strep Tag® II and nontemplate biotinylation on high yield tethered transcription of RNA-24. A. Denaturing gel analysis (20%, 7M Urea) of high yield transcription of RNA-24 using the corresponding constructs.
Figure S4. Challenging the Tethered System with Untethered Promoter DNA. A) Denaturing gel analysis (20%, 7M Urea) of high yield transcription of untethered RNA-24Alt and untethered RNA-34Alt and tethered RNA-24Alt and untethered RNA-34Alt at low and high salt concentrations. B) Quantitative analysis of gel in Figure S1A.
Figure S5. Saturating the free tethered enzyme with modified promoter DNA. A) Denaturing gel analysis (20%, 7M Urea) of high yield transcription of tethered RNA-24Alt and untethered RNA-34Alt from 1:1 and 1:2 E:D preincubation. B) Quantitative analysis of gel in Figure S1A.